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Introduction 
Intrusion detection systems (IDS) are one of the fastest growing technologies within 
the security space. Unfortunately, many companies find it hard to put in use due to 
complexity of deployment and or lack of information about its possible use. 
This document should help security experts, integrators or end-customers to utilize 
their IDS system to its limits or to fit the expectations required by company. 
 
The market is currently filled mostly by rule-based IDS solutions aiming at detecting 
already known attacks by analysing traffic flow and looking for known signatures. 
This fact requires such IDS to be under constant construction updating and modifying 
attack signatures and requiring to pay considerable financial amount for support. 
 
On the other hand it is possible to use anomaly based IDS solutions detecting not just 
known attacks but also unknown attacks and informing network engineers about 
possible network problems or helping them to troubleshoot them. 
 
There is no clear answer which solution is better as they have their advantages and 
disadvantages, but there is a possibility to put the rule-based IDS solutions in use as if 
they were anomaly based. This document describes possible ways of doing that by 
modifying the signatures. All the examples and solutions are based upon Snort IDS 
that is open-source solution freely available and well established on the market. 
Although this solution is open-source there are many companies offering support or 
even appliance or turn-key solutions. 
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Data flow identification  
The whole network security is based upon allowed suspicious and not allowed traffic. 
Identifying what packets fall under which category is the most difficult task of all. 
Very often even the system owners don’t know what kind of traffic they can expect 
and therefore it is necessary for network security professional to know the most used 
and known protocols and networking systems. 
As in every analysis stage of project the more information analyst can gather the 
better. More detailed information about data flow helps to specify exactly the traffic 
expected by end systems.  
Information expected: 

• Source, Destination IP/network 
• Network protocol (IP, ICMP,..) 
• Application protocol (distinguished by port nr.) 
• Protocol options 
• Content (size, type, characteristic strings,..) 
• Other features (sequence nr., TCP flags, TTL,..) 

 
 

Defining ALLOWED category 
Here fall all the packets complying with clearly with requirements of system owners. 
It is necessary to ensure that also the content is acceptable as communication is not 
just an IP address and a port. It is possible to search the content for specific values or 
check the content size in order to determine the packet’s category. 
 

Defining SUSPICIOUS category 
By reviewing required services there are many options that are not required or used by 
end systems. Although according to port and IP address they are allowed to pass the 
packet filter or firewall but this protocol option is not expected or not supported by 
end system. As an example in HTTP protocol if website doesn’t use POST method 
and such method is used in the packet it surely should raise an alert or at least inform 
about this action. 

Defining NOT ALLOWED category 
All the traffic that doesn’t fall under any other category should be put in this category. 
Packets that are not expected by any services, systems or network devices fall under 
this category. Even packets with allowed services that have invalid destination or 
packets with correct destination but invalid services should be in this category. 
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Solution 1 
(pass allowed, alert the rest) 
This solution is based upon allowing traffic expected and issuing general warning 
about the rest. Information taken from data flow identification  
 
 

Configuration example 
#web server 
Pass TCP $WEB_SERVER 80 <> any 1024:  
#admin access 
Pass TCP $ADMIN_IP 1024: <> $WEB_SERVER 22  
#DNS 
Pass UDP $WEB_SERVER 1024: <> $DNS_SERVER 53 
#alert rules 
ALERT IP any any <> any any (msg: “not allowed traffic”;)  

 
 

Advantages 
Can catch any not standard traffic incl. very slow portscans and directed probes 
Provides also troubleshooting capabilities for network engineers 

Disadvantages 
Too many log entries under the same category 
Hard to filter according to message or priority 

Implementation possibilities 
• High security areas with low “not-defined” traffic 
• Areas with no unexpected external or user traffic 
• Well defined firewalled and filtered environment 
• IDS research, honeypot systems 
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Solution 2  
(alert if any not expected services) 
It makes no use to analyze traffic that no server is listening for and therefore this 
solution is only analyzing the contents of traffic that is directed to existing services. 
By using protocol definitions it is possible to distinguish between various options or 
states in communication and define rules that alert in case of unexpected protocol 
states.  
As an example HTTP traffic has a POST state where a client is sending data to the 
server (can be binary data or options for the website). If none of the webserver’s 
pages are using such protocol option it is suspicious to see such traffic going to the 
webserver. 
Another example is with TCP flags, where by definition of the protocol a packet 
doesn’t contain all the flags. There is a scan technique called “Xmas tree scan” where 
all these options are in the packet and by defining alert rule like this SNORT is able to 
detect it. 
 

Configuration example 
#web server 
AERTs TCP $WEB_SERVER 80 <> any 1024: (contain: “POST”; msg: “HTTP 
POST is being used”) 
#admin access 
Pass TCP $ADMIN_IP 1024: <> $WEB_SERVER 22  (flags: SFRPA ; msg 
“possible Xmas tree scan”); 
#DNS 
Pass UDP $WEB_SERVER 1024: <> $DNS_SERVER 53 
#alert rules 
ALERT IP any any <> any any (msg: “not allowed traffic”;) 

 

Advantages 
• Less log entries for not expected traffic 
• More relevant alerts with different prioritization and detail 
• Possible log filtering according priority and SID 

Disadvantages 
• Network scans and probing can’t be detected easily 
• Update of rulebase necessary after introducing new or modifying old services 

in the network 
• Rules have to be done in more detail 

 

Implementation possibilities 
• DMZ or filtered environments with well defined services 
• Medium level security networks with defined active services 
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Alternatives 

Trend analyzers 
Each entity (user or system) has it’s trend in communicating or generating network 
traffic. Email server generates a lot of email traffic or user network generates a lot of 
HTTP traffic and by identifying such trends it is possible to observe a trend in general 
network traffic coming through one point in the network.  
 

Packet analyzers 
Many packet analyzers try to verify if network traffic complies with RFC standards or 
generally accepted implementations. By detecting packets not complying with 
protocol standard or communication trend they raise the alert.  
One good example is arpwatch, which monitors ARP traffic and when detecting a 
change in MAC <-> IP relation it alerts the administrator. General communication 
standard of ARP traffic is that IP address doesn’t change it’s MAC address in a static 
network (although there are some exceptions). 
Another good example is stateful packet inspection, where state of communication is 
being monitored and in case of any deviation from this state alert would be raised (or 
the packet dropped) 
 
Overview of protocol anomaly based technology: 
http://rr.sans.org/intrusion/anomaly.php 
 
Protocol analysis for link state routing protocols: 
http://www.cs.ucsb.edu/~rsg/Routing/references/qu98statistical.pdf 
 
 

Statistical analyzers 
Each network traffic has it’s key identificators either qualitative or quantitative. By 
monitoring these identificators an IDS is able to detect anomalous traffic and report it. 
For example it is very suspicious to see increase of ICMP traffic from 1KB/s to 
10MB/s or one IP address sending SYN packets to every port. 
 
Statistical Packet Anomaly Detection Engine for SNORT: 
http://www.silicondefense.com/software/spice/index.htm 
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Conclusion 
During the time of Economic recession it is necessary to save as much finance as 
possible in order to stay competitive. According to all my experience this is a very 
precious feature that not many managers have, but I hope that evolution is still 
affecting our lives and only the best would survive on the market. 
 
These best IT managers and experts see the bright future in open-source solutions and 
would put information provided in this document in good use.  
For all the rest I hope this document helps you to utilize your IDS system to increase 
the security level as your management expects it.  
And don’t forget it’s not the IDS that secures your company but the people who 
manage it. 


